Abstract. A linear subspace M is a separating subspace for an operator space S if the only member of S annihilating M is 0. It is proved in this paper that if S has a strictly separating vector x and a separating subspace M satisfying Sx ∩ [SM] = {0}, then S is reflexive. Applying this to finite dimensional S leads to more results on reflexivity. For example, if dim S = n, and every nonzero operator in S has rank > n 2 , then S is reflexive.
Introduction
Let V be a vector space over a field F , and L(V ) be the collection of all linear transformations on V . A vector x ∈ V is a separating vector for a linear subspace S ⊂ L(V ) if its evaluation map E x : S → Sx defined by s → sx is injective. It is proved in [6] that if S is n-dimensional (or of denumerable Hamel basis), then each one-dimensional affine subspace in V either contains no separating vector for S or all but at most n vectors (or countably many) in it separates S. Now suppose S has a separating vector x, and F has a cardinality of continuum. Then for each vector y ∈ V there must exist some scalar λ such that y + λx separates S. A careful review of [4] reveals the fact that for some appropriately chosen λ the separating vector y + λx preserves a disjoint property, that is, if Sx is disjoint with a linear subspace of V , then S(y + λx) is also disjoint with the same subspace. In this note we will show that making full use of this observation leads to some results relating to reflexive operator space problems. These results are particularly useful for finite dimensional S. For example, we show that if every nonzero operator in S has rank greater than the square of the dimension of S, then S is reflexive. Recall that the well-known Larson's result [11] states that if S is finite dimensional, then ref S = S + ref S F , where ref S is the reflexive closure of S and S F is the collection of all finite rank operators in S. Its immediate consequence is that S is reflexive if and only if S F is reflexive. So the above result suggests that the obstructions to reflexivity come from small rank operators. We begin our discussion with a proof of the fact.
Proposition 1.1. Suppose S is a linear subspace of L(V ), and the dimension of
S is less than the cardinality of F . Let x be a separating vector for S, and let W be a linear subspace of V satisfying Sx ∩ W = {0}. Then for each vector y ∈ V there is a scalar λ ∈ F such that y + λx separates S and S(y + λx) ∩ W = {0}.
Proof. Let P be the projection onto Sx along a vector space complement of Sx that contains W . For an arbitrarily fixed vector y ∈ V , we define φ = E −1
x is the inverse map of E x . Then φ is a linear transformation from S to S, and P (sy) = φ(s)x for each s ∈ S. Since dim S < cardinality of F , there is a scalar −λ ∈ F which is not an eigenvalue of φ. We show that y + λx separates S. Indeed, let s ∈ S with s(y + λx) = 0. Then P (s(y + λx)) = 0. That is, P (sy) + λsx = 0. It follows that (φ + λI)(s)x = 0. Since x separates S, (φ + λI)(s) = 0. Note that −λ is not an eigenvalue of φ, hence s = 0.
Next, let s ∈ S with s(y + λx) ∈ W . Since Sx ∩ W = {0}, P (s(y + λx)) = 0. Repeating the argument of the last paragraph leads to s = 0. Hence S(y+λx)∩W = {0}.
A linear subspace M is said to be a separating subspace for S, if the only member s ∈ S satisfying s(M ) = {0} is s = 0. It is easy to see that if S has a separating vector x, then any subspace containing x is a separating subspace for S. But if S has a separating subspace whose dimension is greater than 1, S may not have a separating vector. S always has a trivial separating subspace: V . In general, if M is a separating subspace for S, then any subspace containing M is a separating subspace for S.
We define
S is said to be algebraically reflexive [7] , [11] . Since M is a separating subspace for S, a = b. Thus b is independent of the vector y, i.e., t(y + λ y x) = a(y + λ y x) for each y ∈ V . It follows that ty = ay for each y ∈ V . Therefore t = a ∈ S.
We recover a result in [4] as a special case: 
Finite dimensional operator spaces
The original notion of reflexivity was introduced in the normed space setting. We use [·] to denote the norm closure of a subset of a normed space X. For a linear subspace S ⊂ B(X) we define
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If ref S = S, S is said to be reflexive [2] , [8] , [11] . In particular, if S is a unital algebra, then ref S = alglatS, where alglatS is the algebra of continuous linear operators that leave invariant all S-invariant subspaces. When S is finite dimensional, ref S = ref a S, and there is no difference between the notions reflexive and algebraically reflexive. Since we are considering the applications of the results in the last section to a finite dimensional S, throughout this section we still keep our discussion in the algebraic setting and assume V is a vector space over a field F whose cardinality is infinite. We use the terminology reflexive instead of algebraically reflexive.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose S is a finite dimensional linear subspace of L(V ) and dim S = n. If every nonzero operator in S has rank greater than or equal to n, then S has a separating vector.
Proof. We prove it by induction. n = 1 is trivial. Assume the statement is true for
as the linear span of {s 1 , · · · , s n−1 }. By the induction assumption, S (n−1) has a separating vector x. If s n x and s 1 x, · · · , s n−1 x are linearly independent, then x is a separating vector for S, and the proof is completed. So we assume that
Since rank s n ≥ n and dim
Hence the one-dimensional linear subspace s n y , spanned by s n y, and S (n−1) x are disjoint. By Proposition 1.1, there is a scalar λ such that y + λx separates S (n−1) , and S (n−1) (y + λx) and s n y are disjoint. We next claim that the vector y + λx also separates S.
Indeed, let a ∈ S (n−1) and b = scalar multiple of s n with (a + b)(y + λx) = 0. Then a(y + λx) = −b(y + λx) = −by. Since S (n−1) (y + λx) and s n y are disjoint, a(y + λx) = 0 and by = 0. Since y + λx separates S (n−1) , a = 0. Note that s n y = 0, so b = 0. Hence the vector y + λx is a separating vector for S.
Remark 2.2.
The main result in [1] states that if linear operators T 1 , · · · , T n acting between complex vector spaces X and Y have a property that for every vector ξ ∈ X the vectors T 1 ξ, · · · , T n ξ are linearly dependent, then there exists a nontrivial linear combination of these operators having rank ≤ n − 1. This result is equivalent to Theorem 2.1, where the underlying field is not necessarily complex numbers. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is different from that of [1] .
Theorem 2.3. Let S be a finite dimensional linear subspace of L(V )
, and dim S = n. If every nonzero operator in S has rank greater than n 2 , then S is reflexive.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, S has a separating vector x. Let W be a vector space
We claim U is a separating subspace for S. Indeed, let a ∈ S with aU = {0}. The restriction of a to E is denoted as a | E .
Note that if we assume rank a > n 2 , we get a contradiction except for a = 0. Hence U is a separating subspace for S.
Since SU ⊂ W and W ∩ Sx = {0}, Sx and SU are disjoint. By Theorem 1.2, S is reflexive.
Remark. Theorem 2.3 improves Theorem 4.3 of [4] .
is the direct sum of n copies of the operator s acting on V (n) = V ⊕ · · · ⊕ V . S is said to be n-reflexive if and only if S (n) is reflexive. S is n-reflexive implies S is (n + 1)-reflexive , not vice versa [2] . Proposition 2.4 [6, Proposition 9] . The following are equivalent:
(1) S has a rank-n operator T in L(V ) for which the map s → sT is injective.
(2) S has a separating subspace whose dimension is at most n. We next adapt the results in Section 1 to a Hilbert space setting.
Adaptation to Hilbert space operators
Let H be a Hilbert space, and let B(H) be the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H. A vector x ∈ H is said to be a strictly separating vector for a norm closed linear subspace S ⊂ B(H) if the evaluation map E x is injective and bounded below. By the open mapping theorem, it is easy to see that E x has a bounded inverse E −1
x . It follows that x strictly separates S if and only if x separates S and Sx is norm closed.
In [5] we defined the strong disjointness of two norm closed linear subspaces of a Banach space. In the Hilbert space setting we have a greater number of equivalent conditions for the definition. Although these conditions are well known, we list them and give a brief proof below for the completeness of the paper. 
(4) =⇒ (5) Let {x n } ⊂ M and {y n } ⊂ N such that x n + y n → z. (4) implies that both {x n } and {y n } are Cauchy sequences, and it follows that z ∈ M + N .
(6) =⇒ (1) Let unit vectors x ∈ M and y ∈ N . Since M = {0}, P = 0, and 
Two closed linear subspaces

Theorem 3.2. Suppose S is a norm closed linear subspace of B(H) and x is a strictly separating vector for S. Let W be a closed linear subspace of H such that
Sx and W are strongly disjoint. Then for each vector y ∈ H, there is a scalar λ so that the vector y + λx is also a strictly separating vector for S, and S(y + λx) and W are strongly disjoint.
Proof. If y and x are linearly dependent, there is nothing to prove. Assume y and x are linearly independent, and let P be an idempotent operator with range P = Sx and W ⊂ kernel P . We define φ = E −1
x ·P ·E y that is a bounded linear operator from S to S. Choose −λ in the resolvent set of the operator φ. We claim that vector y+λx meets the requirement. Indeed, for each s ∈ S, s(y + λx)
(φ+λI) −1 . It follows that s(y +λx) ≥ α s for each s ∈ S, and the vector y +λx is a strictly separating vector for S.
Finally, for each s ∈ S and u ∈ W , note that P (s(y + λx) − u) = P (s(y + λx)), and as follows from the last paragraph s(y + λx) − u ≥ + λ y x) . By Lemma 14 of [5] , tu = au and tu = bu respectively. Hence (a − b)u = 0, for all u ∈ M . Since M separates S, a = b. This means that t(y + λ y x) = a(y + λ y x) for any y ∈ H. It follows that ty = ay for all y ∈ H, and hence t = a ∈ S.
In the Hilbert space setting, we also recover a main result in [5] as a special case.
Corollary 3.4 [5, Theorem 15]. Let S be a norm closed linear subspace of B(H).
Suppose S has a strongly disjoint pair of strictly separating vectors. Then S is reflexive.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose S is a linear subspace of B(H), and t ∈ B(H).
If S has a strictly separating vector x, and ty = 0 for some vector y, then the two-dimensional linear space, x, y , spanned by x and y, is a separating subspace for the linear space spanned by S and t.
Proof. If tx /
∈ Sx, then tx ∩ Sx = 0. For s ∈ S and scalar λ with (s + λt)x = 0, we have sx = −λtx. So sx = 0, and λtx = 0. It follows that s = 0, and λ = 0. Then x is a separating vector for the span of S and t. Now assume tx ∈ Sx. Since Sx is closed, tx = ax for some a ∈ S. Replacing t by t − a we may assume tx = 0. Let (s + λt)x = 0 and (s + λt)y = 0 for some s ∈ S and some scalar λ. Then sx = 0, and therefore s = 0. It follows that λ = 0. So x, y is a separating subspace for the span of S and t. Theorem 3.6. Suppose S is a finite dimensional linear subspace of B(H) and dim S = n. If every nonzero operator in S has rank greater than or equal to n − 1, then S is 3-reflexive.
Proof. Let s 1 , · · · , s n−1 , s n be a basis for S. Let S (n−1) denote the linear span of s 1 , · · · , s n−1 . By Theorem 2.1, S (n−1) has a separating vector x. Since S (n−1) is finite dimensional, S (n−1) x is closed and hence x is also a strictly separating vector for S (n−1) . Because s n = 0, there must be a vector y satisfying s n y = 0. Applying Lemma 3.5 concludes that the 2-dimensional subspace spanned by x and y is a separating subspace for S. The theorem follows from Theorem 2.5.
Banach space setting
We now update Theorem 3.3 to the Banach space setting, and we can replace the strongly disjoint requirement by disjoint in the assumption of the theorem. This work is based on the operator valued analytic mapping introduced in [3] .
In this section we let X be a real or complex Banach space, and let S ⊂ B(X) be a norm closed linear subspace. Suppose x is a strictly separating vector for S. It is proved [5] that the set of all strictly separating vectors for S is an open set.
So for an arbitrarily fixed vector y ∈ X, the set U x,y = {λ ∈ F : x + λy strictly separates S} is an open set in the field F , where F may be real numbers or complex numbers. Let t ∈ ref S. There is s ∈ S with tx = sx. Since t − s ∈ ref S too, we may replace t by t − s and assume tx = 0 as well. We fix t. Since for each λ ∈ U x,y , x + λy strictly separates S, there is a unique operator s ∈ S satisfying s(x + λy) = λty. Hence the map φ y : U x,y → S, by φ y (λ) = s is well defined on U x,y . It is clear that φ y (0) = 0, and as is proved in [3] φ y is locally bounded, continuous and analytic throughout U x,y . In particular φ y (0)x = ty. It follows that the range of t is contained in Sx x (ty) ∈ Sx ∩ Sy holds for each y ∈ X. Next, we fix an arbitrarily chosen vector y ∈ X. Let u ∈ M be varying. Applying the argument in the last paragraph to the vector u+y leads to E u+y E −1 x (t(u+y)) ∈ Sx. The first claim shows that tu = 0, therefore
x (ty). The right-hand side belongs to Sx, hence
x (ty)u = 0, for all u ∈ M , i.e., the operator E We will finish the paper by giving an example which shows that in Corollary 4.2 [5, Theorem 15] we cannot replace both strictly separating vectors by separating subspaces, i.e., the pattern SN ∩ SM = {0} does not imply S is reflexive, and the disjointness of Sx and SM does play a role in the reflexivity pattern. [4] . We rewrite it to provide an S ⊂ M 3 = B(C 3 ) that has a 2-dimensional separating subspace, but has no separating vector. On the other hand, S (2) has separating vectors and two 2-dimensional separating subspaces, but S (2) is not reflexive, hence S is not 2-reflexive. We let is a separating subspace for S. It follows that the vector x ⊕ y separates S (2) , and the linear spaces M = span{x ⊕ 0, y ⊕ 0} and N = span{0 ⊕ x, 0 ⊕ y} are two 2-dimensional separating subspaces for S (2) satisfying S (2) M ∩ S (2) N = {0}. Moreover, S (2) has more than one separating vector, and due to the finitedimensionalness of S (2) , these separating vectors strictly separate S (2) . But neither pair of these cyclic subspaces of corresponding separating vectors constitutes a disjoint pair, nor any one with S (2) M , or S (2) N . As it is proved in [4] S (2) is not reflexive.
